
Rivers go slowly over mountains and the traffic sound outside grows and growls the equinox in the 
sky gives out the pouring of time and light which changes mood and substance in a way unknown to 
people who are seasoning their stews for the autumn warmth and filling of stomachs with bare 
bones of history and knowledge waiting for the apple blossom to give off the scent of spring with the 
promise of autumn fruits which get used to sustain life throughout the winter months and with the 
cold world that we all live in and the hunger and pain which envelopes so many who dwell upon the 
earth and the flowing rocks which don’t allow any growth and the sky fills with anguish and cries 
which increases the ferment of the horrors which descend upon us all in times of war and starvation 
diseases and gruelling illness and toil which inhabits everyone who has to outlive winters and 
scorching summers and harvest springs which cannot cool the dread and wonderment at the 
changes which are demanded upon everything awakening after the hibernation of the cold and dark 
which cannot lie down and crouch in a warm bed of feathers and nettles which splash over the 
pillows and onto the floor and from there out of the door finding a space in the outside world which 
leaves it baffled and confused wondering why the bed did not allow it to stay and be safe but threw 
it out to fend for itself in an hostile world of barley cups and nine trees which grew up over decades 
and would not allow any other trees to grow which made everyone very sad and dispirited even 
though the tree spirits were strong they were jealous and selfish and others grew to hate and 
dismiss them and wonder into the sameness of the open land which did not bear any more trees but 
only plants and shrubs and the bare rocks which every so often emitted a sulphuric splurge of gas 
and molten lava which warmed the bones but left behind a sterility which was hard to know what to 
do with and the apocalypse called to those who witnessed this and in shame they would run back to 
the piano in order to try and give some tune and beauty into the night air of Africa and the growing 
dawn filled with the light and a monkey and the blades of grass which are strewn across the 
savannah of the landscape of the soul and miserableness of the dreams which fled into the ship 
which was forward of the gallant breezes which were caught up in the night stars which twinkled 
and spat out the midday day sun which enabled us all to go into the blackness. 


